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Abstract
Edge raggedness is a psychophysical term which refers to the
fidelity of a high-contrast edge, which has been degraded by some
process, compared to an ideal edge. It has been suggested that the
processing of high-contrast edges shares the same spatial-
frequency processing mechanisms with that of sinewave gratings.
This study uses first-order psychophysical principles, determined
using sinewave grating stimuli, in a model to process edges in
order to derive a quantitative metric proportional to perceived
edge raggedness. The derived metric is the rms power of the
processed edge power spectrum. First, the need for a two-
dimensional analysis is established, then a model is developed
which predicts the results of a psychophysical raggedness
experiment. Finally, several distorted edge types are processed in
iv
order to determine edge raggedness. The two-dimensional single
channel approach is successful in predicting the relative
raggedness, as a function of specific distortion parameters, for
various distorted edge types. Further psychophysical testing is
needed to establish the exact relationship between perceived
raggedness and the rms power metric.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Edge Distortion
In many imaging systems, the integrity of an edge is dictated
primarily by the imaging event size and the positional error
associated with such an event. 1 The imaging event is defined as
the smallest unit from which an image is made,with the positional
error being the variation in placement or occurrence of an imaging
event about its intended position.2
Hamerly3 introduced two terms which can be used to
characterize edge images. The normal-edge-profile (NEP) at any
position along the edge is the optical reflectance or transmittance
of the image along a line normal to the edge. Ideally, the NEP
should be a step function, however, it is usually degraded to some
extent due to variation in the number of imaging events per unit
area normal to the edge (i.e. positional error). Figure 1 shows a
less-than-ideal NEP. This type ofdegradation is closely associated
with edge blur. The loss of edge-sharpness in conventional silver-
halide photographic imaging is primarily attributable to the
variation in the occurrence of the silver grain from its ideal
position. Therefore, the quality of edges in silver-halide
photographic imaging systems is limited by the NEP. The
tangential-edge-profile (TEP) of an edge-image is defined as the
Figure 1. Less-than-ideal normal-edge-profile (NEP) and less-
than-ideal tangential edge profile (TEP).
displacement of its black-white boundary from a baseline that
represents a perfect edge. Ideally straight, distortion of this edge
characteristic is usually most attributable to the image event size,
since the event size is a major factor in establishing the scale of the
TEP. Degradation of the TEP is closely associated with digital
imaging systems such as raster-scanning and dot-matrix devices.
These systems, in addressing imaging event sites directly, are
forced to use larger event sizes and, consequently, control their
placement to a fraction of the size of an event. The larger event
sizes will lead to larger deviations in the tangential-edge-profiles
and the images often appear ragged, but not necessarily blurred.
Figure 1 also shows a less-than-ideal TEP.
Xerographic images generally have an event size of about
10 pm which is smaller than most digital imaging systems but
larger than other types of imaging systems like silver-halide
photography where the event size is typically around 1 um.4
Hamerly5 conducted an experiment to determine if xerographic
edge quality is limited by the NEP or the TEP. He found that
xerographic edges generally produce NEP transitions well below
the observer threshold, while the tangential amplitudes were
within the range which is detectable. Thus, it was concluded that
raggedness, rather than blur, is the dominant psychophysical edge
distortion for xerographic imaging and systems with similar event
sizes. The assumption that xerographic reproduction of edges
formed by digital imaging systems will exhibit some degree of
edge-raggedness naturally follows.
With the intended application to digital systems in mind, this
study is concerned with the perceived raggedness of edges due to
tangential-edge-profile distortions. The fundamental nature of
perceived edge-raggedness is discussed in the following section.
B. Fundamental Characterization ofRaggedness
The fundamental detection and rating of edge raggedness has
been investigated by Hamerly and Springer.6 They conducted a
psychophysical experiment designed to characterize human
response to edges with sinusoidal edge perturbations (Figure 2).
Sinusoidal edge distortion is not an artifact of any real imaging
process, but this type of stimulus allows the sensitivity of the
human visual system to tangential edge distortions to be
fundamentally analyzed as a function of spatial-frequency.
In the experiment, all test stimuli were 28mm x 35 mm, and
the viewing distance was 400 mm. Although these were actually
line images, they will be referred to as
"edges" because the
sinusoidal distortion appeared only on one edge. Hamerly and
Springer first determined the detectability of edge raggedness as a
function of the spatial frequency of the sinusoidal tangential edge
distortion. Subjects were presented two images, a "perfect"
Figure 2. Greatly magnified sinusoidally perturbed edge type
used in psychophysical experiment by Hamerly and Springer.
undistorted edge and a sinusoidally perturbed edge of spatial
frequency, f, and peak-to-peak amplitude, A. The amplitude at
which the distortion was perceived to be "just noticeable" was
taken as the measure of detectability. The threshold results are
shown in Figure 3.
A series of experiments were also conducted to investigate
perceived raggedness for amplitudes above threshold. The
observers were shown three images, two anchor stimuli and the
test stimulus. On the left was an undistorted edge labeled 0. On
the right was a 1 cycle/mm - 59 um peak-to-peak amplitude
sinusoidal edge that was regarded as extremely ragged, labeled
100. The test stimulus was placed in the center. The observers
rated the "raggedness" of the test stimulus relative to the two
anchors. The authors found that the raggedness ratings were
linearly proportional to the amplitude of the sinewave distortion.
They presented their results as a single curve representing the
relative ratings of raggedness above threshold as a function of
spatial frequency (Figure 4).
Also in the psychophysical experiment, the relative rating of
raggedness for more spectrally complex edges was investigated.
The same test previously described for above threshold amplitudes
was employed using the sum of several sinewaves defining the
TEP. The raggedness rating of these images were found to be
independent of the respective phase of the sinewave components,
.0 8.S 9.0 B.S 10.0
SINE-WAVE FHEQUENCY (C/MM)
Figure 3. Threshold amplitude of sinewave tangential edge
profile as a function of sinewave frequency (Hamerly and
Springer).
0.00
Figure 4. Relative ratings of raggedness of suprathreshold
tangential edge profiles as a function of spatial frequency
(Hamerly and Springer).
even though the phase radically affects the shape of the boundary
profile. In Figure 5, the profiles are the sum of two equal
amplitude sinewaves with a frequency ratio of 3:1 and a phase
difference of 0 and n radians. This result indicates that perceived
edge raggedness may be proportional to the spectral power of the
distorted stimulus after processing by the visual system. This
empirical findingwill be utilized in this study.
The use of sinewave stimuli and the demonstrated
independence of the raggedness from phase provides impetus for a
Fourier analysis. However, further thought of applying a spatial-
frequency analysis to the psychophysical experiment must be
preceded by a discussion of spatial-frequency processing by the
human visual system in general.
C. Spatial-Frequency Processing inVision
Hamerly and Springer's experiment was analogous to human
vision studies performed to determine the sensitivity of the visual
system to sinewave gratings.7,8,9,10 Sinewave gratings are bar
patterns in which the luminance distribution perpendicular to the
bars themselves varies sinusoidally about a mean luminance. In
these studies, the threshold contrast at which the grating was just
perceivable proves to be a function of the spatial-frequency of the
sinewave grating - as the amplitude thresholds were in the
10
(0..0) (0.7T)
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Figure 5. Phase dependence of tangential edge profile.
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raggedness experiment. However, in these cases, the measure of
detectability is the luminance amplitude rather than edge
displacement. The inverse of such a threshold function is known
as the contrast-sensitivity function (CSF). The CSF from the oft-
cited study ofCampbell and Robsonll is shown in Figure 6.
In their study, Campbell and Robson found that contrast
thresholds for the detection of gratings whose luminance profiles
are sine, square, rectangular, or saw-toothed waves can be simply
related by using Fourier theory. They explained their findings by
the existence within the nervous system of linearly operating
independent mechanisms selectively sensitive to limited ranges of
spatial frequencies. In other words, the human visual system acts
as a crude Fourier analyzer, separating the input stimulus into its
Fourier components and processing them through the appropriate
channels.
In the pursuit of expanding the theory of spatial-frequency
channels within the visual system, the characterization of the
visual system response to sinewave gratings grew further. Some
experiments!2,13 presented a sinewave grating stimulus
superimposed on random noise of varying bandwidth. Depending
on the study, the sinewave grating was not discernable from the
noise, if the noise bandwidth was centered at a frequency within
about two octaves of the sinewave grating frequency. The
objective of these studies was to estimate the bandwidth of the
12
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spatial-frequency channels in the visual system. Aside from this,
the technique, called "masking", shows the sensitivity of the
visual system to a coherent stimulus can be reduced significantly
by a signal with similar frequency content if presented
simultaneously. The sensitivity of the visual system to a sinewave
grating of a specific spatial-frequency has also been shown to
decrease if the subject is presented the specific grating for a
prolonged period of time prior to the actual sensitivity
measurement. 14,15 This phenomenon is known as "selective
adaptivity", and it is also employed in experiments designed to
estimate spatial-frequency channel bandwidth. Masking and
selective adaptation are distinct from each other but the cause and
effect of each is similar; sensitivity of the visual system to a
certain stimulus is reduced due to interference by a signal with
similar frequency content. This common effect will be used to
justify a model of the visual system in this investigation.
Even though the processing of spatial information in the
visual system is irrefutably a two-dimensional process, the
conceptual and mathematical analyses were confined to a one-
dimensional treatment by most studies. Daugmanl6 points out
that linear transform theory requires the presentation of
dimension in any frequency analysis. In an effort to explain
certain aspects ofvisual perception, Ginsburgl7 respected the two-
dimensional nature of the problem when constructing spatial
filters based in
"biological" (i.e. psychophysical) data and
14
processing two-dimensional images. He used the study by
Campbell, Kulikowski, and Levinsonl8 which provided contrast
sensitivity data for three different orientations (0, 45, and 90
degrees) to build a two-dimensional spatial filter to represent the
spatial-frequency processing character of the human visual
system. Ginsburg recognized the assumptions such a model
presumed, namely, the visual system is linear to a first
approximation and the threshold conditions under which the CSFs
were derived applied to his application. Despite the naivety of the
model, it demonstrated an ability to approximate human visual
filtering characteristics when applied to complex objects and
explain the geometric distortions ofnumerous visual illusions.19
Ginsburg established that first-order effects in spatial vision
can be explained with a single-channel model of the spatial
frequency processing mechanism in the visual system. This is not
surprising if the results ofCampbell and Robson20 are considered.
In that study, they compared their experimental results to the
predicted outcome dictated by a simple peak detector model (i.e.,
using the CSF as the model's attenuation characteristic). Though
the predicted outcomes do not exactly match the empirical results,
the functional forms are similar (see Figure 7). Remembering that
the peak detector model treats the problem one-dimensionally,
this was still indication that a first-order model is useful at certain
levels of investigation.
15
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100.0
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Figure 7. Ratio ofcontrast sensitivity for sinewave grating to
contrast sensitivity for square wave grating (Campbell and
Robson).
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D. Spatial-Frequency Processing inRaggednessAnalyses
Past attempts to predict edge raggedness have been one-
dimensional analyses employing the Fourier transforms of an
edge's TEP. Hamerly21 developed a model robust enough to
predict the observers estimate of edge-raggedness for nearly any
edge profile. The model was comprised of the following steps:
(1) Calculate FFT ofTEP; (2) Compare spectral amplitudes of each
component to observer threshold (Figure 3); (3) Any above-
threshold components of the edge are weighted by an observer-
above-threshold MTF (i.e. raggedness function-see Figure 4);
(4) The resultant amplitudes are cubed and the cube root of the
sum formed. The result is a raggedness number, in units of root-
mean-cube micrometer weighted above threshold, that
corresponds well to observer judgements of edge raggedness.
Hamerly used this model to predict the edge-raggedness of dot-
formed edges (e.g. dot-matrix). The predicted functional behavior
is shown in Figure 8. No psychophysical data were collected to
evaluate the accuracy of the predictions.
Gur22 developed a method of representing an edge from an
ink-jet produced character for easy FFT processing. He claimed
the integral area between the observer threshold function
(Figure 3) and the modulus of the above-threshold spectral
17
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amplitudes of the modified edge was an effective measure of edge
raggedness. No experimental data were provided.
E. Objectives
In general, the intent of this work is to incorporate
psychophysical evidence in a two-dimensional format to provide a
model for the prediction of edge raggedness. Specifically, the
principal objectives of this research are to:
1. Gain insight to the two-dimensional spectral composition of
test stimuli used in the psychophysical edge-raggedness
experiment.
2. Develop a psychophysically-based single-channel model of the
spatial-frequency processing mechanism in the visual system that
predicts the fundamental character of raggedness ratings for
sinewave edges. The raggedness measure will be based on the
filtered power spectrum of the input stimuli.
3. Calculate the two-dimensional power spectra of several types
ofdistorted edges.
19
4. Apply the model of the visual system to the several other
forms of edge distortion to predict the functional form of edge
raggedness, and compare to other modelswhen possible.
20
II. PSYCHOPHYSICALEXPERIMENT SIMULATION
Hamerly and Springer23 found that raggedness ratings of
sinewave edges were linearly proportional to the amplitude of the
sinewave distortion and functionally dependent upon the
sinewave frequency. Using the power spectra of sinewave edge
stimuli as input into single-channel filter models of the human
visual system, the ability to predict these experimental results
based on a linear-systems-related metric is the focus of the
simulations. The orientation assumed for all the edge stimuli in
this study will be such that the distortion is a function of the
vertical dimension (i.e. vertical edges).
Application of linear-systems theory to the psychophysical
experiment simulation requires knowledge of the power spectra
and the transfer function characteristics of the visual system
models. The derivation of these model components follows.
A. Sinewave Edge Power Spectrum
Distorted lines have been defined as the difference between
two step functions.24 Taking the same basic approach, the
sinewave edges from the psychophysical experiment can be
defined as follows (see Figure 9):
21
(-X.7K) (KrX)
D- density
k - radian frequency
f = Sinewave frequency
Figure 9. Sinewave edge and parameters.
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flx,y)= D[U(x +X0 + (A)sinky)- U(x -Xfl))P(y)
(1)
where P(y) is a rectangle function of width 2Yo. U(t) denotes the
unit step function, and
F{U(t)} = 1/jw + n8M (2a)
representing its Fourier Transform. By the shifting Theorem,
fit - tQ) *-F(w)e
-jv (2b)
The frequency spectrum of f(x,y) is its Fourier Transform, namely,
F(w ,w ) = D
x y
-juj^
-jco y
flx,y)e e dxdy (3)
Substituting eq. (1) in eq. (3) and using eqs. (2a) and (2b) yields
F(u> ,u> ) = D
* y
-jco y jco A sinlkyl
P(y)e y [u(-XQ) e
x
-ufX0)ldy
(4)
where
u(-X0) =
J"sxo
J"
(5)
u(X0) =
-Kxo
J"
(6)
Using the expansion
23
-jysm9= Y J (y)e-jm6 (7)
and integrating yields
F(w ,w ) = D,x y 0 u(-Xl
N J (Aw )2YMsincf(w - mk)YJ - u(XJ2YAsinc(w YJ0 m x 0 y 0 00 yO
m= -od
(8)
where Jm(x) is an mth order Bessel function of the first kind. The
power spectrum, P(cox,cjy), is determined by multiplying the
frequency spectrum, F(cox,a)y), by its complex conjugate. Doing so
yields
P(w ,10 )
s y
4Y^D2
/
Y J (Au)sincf(co - mk)YJ
2 \ ^- m x y 0
w m= t*>
2ju X.
"
-(e
x
sindw YJ > J (Aw )ancf(u - nk)YJ)
y 0 n x y 0
n= _ao
CD
- (e
x sinc(w YJ y J (Aw )sinc{(w - nk)YJ)
y 0 4 n x y 0
n= <*>
+ sinc2(wyY0)j
Combining themiddle terms and using the relation
2cos9 =
(eie
+ e i6)
yields
(9)
(10)
24
4Y2D2
P(
x v
CO
"* r
0 /
<VV =
"J- I S J^Aw^sincftWy-mkJYJ
ao
(sinc(w Y )2cos(2X w) Y J (Aw )sinc[(w - nk)YJ (11)y u u x <*^- n x y 0
n= oo
+ sine (w Y,
For a peak-to-peak amplitude ofzero, this equation reduces to
P(w?,wy)= 16D2Y2X2[smc2(wyY0)sinc2(wx,X0)] (12)
which is the power spectrum for a rectangular bar or a perfect line.
See Appendix I for the proof.
The power spectra of some sinusoidally distorted edges are
shown in Figures 10-15. (Note, these spectra and the ones to
follow show a single quadrant where the maximum extent of each
axis is co = 50 (8 c/mm) and the amplitudes are magnified by a
factor of 300 in order to elevate the level of the noise energy for
illustration purposes). Also in the spectra along the coy axis
(cox = 0), the power has been set to zero due to a divide-by-zero
situation in the computer program which generates these power
spectra. The power along this axis would be part of the average
signal component. This is consistent for all the spectra (generated
via analytical expressions) and does not effect the relative energy
content between the spectra. The spatial frequency units assume
a viewing distance of 400 mm. Figures 10-13 are the power
25
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 10. Sinewave edge spectrum (300X ).
A = 0.10 mm, f = 0.80 c/mm.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 11. Sinewave edge spectrum (300X ).
A = 0.10 mm, f = 1.12 c/mm.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 12. Sinewave edge spectrum (300X ).
A = 0.10 mm, f= 2.07 c/mm.
28
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 13. Sinewave edge spectrum (300X ).
A = 0.10 mm, f = 4.16 c/mm.
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spectra for sinewave edges of frequency co = 5 (0.80 c/mm), co = 7
(1.12 c/mm), co = 13 (2.07 c/mm), and co = 26 (4.16 c/mm),
respectively, with a 0.10 mm amplitude. Figure 14 is the spectrum
for an edge of frequency co = 7 and 0.03 mm amplitude, and Figure
15 is the spectrum of an edge also of frequency co = 7 but with an
amplitude of 0.30 mm. Since the input stimuli are not functionally
separable in space, neither are the power spectra. However, the
power spectra can be qualitatively analyzed as having two
components-an average signal component and a noise component.
The dominant low-frequency power is attributable to the
"average"
signal. Notice, it looks similar in form to a two-
dimensional sine-square function (shown in Figure 16 @ 300 X for
comparison) which would represent the power spectrum of an
uncorrupted edge. Unfortunately, the form of the sine-square
function is not evident at this scale. Limitations of the graphic
display do not allow the function to be sampled frequently enough
within the desired range of spatial frequency. However, this is not
critical to the anlaysis of the situation. The importance lies in the
recognition of the average signal component of the power spectra
and its relation to an ideal edge. The remaining off-axis energy is
attributable to the sinewave edge corruption. The extent of this
energy along coy is determined by the frequency of the distortion.
The separation between the noise-energy lobes along coy is equal to
the frequency of the sinewave. The spread of the energy due to the
distortion along cox is determined by the amplitude of the
30
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 14. Sinewave edge spectrum (300X ).
A = 0.03 mm, f = 1.12 c/mm.
31
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 15. Sinewave edge spectrum (300X ).
A = 0.30 mm, f = 1.12 c/mm.
32
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 16. Uncorrupted edge spectrum (300X ).
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sinewave. As the amplitude of the sine-wave is increased, the
spread of the energy along cox becomes compacted, but larger in
magnitude.
An important subtlety that exists among Figures 11, 14, and
15 must be discussed. Comparison of the cox-axes (coy = 0) of the
figures reveals a slight difference betwen the energy distributions
including the change in the average signal component energy as
sinewave distortion amplitude changes. This effect is easily
understood if the energy along the abscissa is interpreted in the
following manner: Consider the sinewave edge stimulus (Figure
2) to be of density D, resting on a perfectly translucent material.
Now, imagine an infinitely narrow and infinitely long vertical slit
transversing the stimulus from left to right, along the x-axis. A
plot of the density measured through the slit as a function of the
slit's position is shown in Figure 17. Note the degraded edge due
to the sinewave distortion. Figure 17 is the stimulus signal
integrated over all y. The power spectrum of this signal is what is
represented by the energy along the abscissa in the two-
dimensional power spectra. This integrated signal is also known
as the normal-edge-profile (NEP). As mentioned earlier, edge blur
is the type of edge distortion closely associated with this
component of edge degradation.
The energy due to the sinewave distortion can be isolated by
computing the "difference
spectra"
of the sinewave edges. The
34
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Figure 17. One-dimensional scan of edge stimulus.
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difference spectrum is defined here as the square of the modulus of
the frequency amplitudes resulting from the subtraction of an
ideal edge signal (a 35 mm X 28 mm line stimulus) frequency
spectrum from the frequency spectrum of an equivalent sized
sinewave edge stimulus. The derivation of an analytical
expression for the difference spectrum is in appendix II. Examples
of such power spectra are shown in Figures 18-21. Figures 18-20
illustrate the effect of increasing the sinewave amplitude from
0.01 mm to 0.07 mm on to 0.10 mm for a constant sinewave
frequency (co = 10). Be aware that these spectra are normalized to
themselves and are not easily utilized for magnitude comparisons.
Notice the change in the energy distribution along the cox axes.
The behavior is consistent with the effect of the sinewave
amplitude on the spread of the noise-energy components along cox
in the previous power spectra. The nature of the off-axis distortion
energy is unchanged, as well, from that shown in the previous
spectra. Figure 21 is included to illustrate the effect of changing
the sinewave frequency on the difference spectra. As before, the
interval between the distortion energy lobes, along coy, is
determined by the sinewave frequency. The energy along the
abscissa is the NEP component of the total distortion.
The relationship of the NEP component to a distinctly
different psychophysical discriptor from raggedness suggests its
energy is not a factor in the perception of raggedness. It so
happens that this component is disruptive to the development of
36
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 18. Difference Spectrum
A = 0.01 mm, f = 1.59 c/mm.
37
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 19. Difference Spectrum
A = 0.07 mm, f = 1.59 c/mm.
38
(0,8) c/mrn
Figure 20. Difference Spectrum
A = 0.10 mm, f = 1.59 c/mm.
39
(0,8) c/mm
Figure 21. Difference
Spectrum
A = 0.10 mm, f= 3.18
c/mm.
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the model, therefore it will be nullified in the analysis by
subtraction from the energy spectra. The need for such treatment
will be illustrated later.
Regardless of this, it is obvious that the spectra of these
stimuli truly have their energy spread throughout the two-
dimensional plane and go beyond what one-dimensional intuition
may lead us to suspect. This supports the need for a two-
dimensional analysis.
B. Visual System Models
Three types of two-dimensional filters were used in this study
as single-channel models of the human visual system. All three
types have a common foundation in that the definition of each
includes the difference of two Gaussian functions. The first type is
a circularly symmetric filter and is purely defined by the
difference between two Gaussian functions. The second type of
model incorporates angularly dependent weighting. Finally, the
third type exhibits significant additional attenuation which is
functional along coy for all cox.
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1 . Type I (Circularly Symmetric)
As previously stated, this type of model is defined by the
difference of two Gaussian functions (see Figure 22). The general
form is intended to be similar to the filter used by Ginsburg.25
This form of filter will be referred to as CS-MTF, and is expressed
analytically as
CS-MTF(w ,w )r y
-n[(u2+ co2l/Dl2] + U2)/D22] (13)
(1.0 e
x y
-(0.99)e
* y
where Dl defines the outer extent of the filter and D2 defines the
peak frequency of the CS-MTF. Note that the difference is
squared. This is done to obtain the desired shape. An example of
such a two-dimensional filter is shown in Figure 22.
2 . Type II (Angularly Dependent)
This filter type has an angular functional dependence in its
attenuation. This form is modelled after the filter used by
Ginsburg which was based on the orientation specific CSF data
from Campbell, Kulikowski, and Levinson26 (Figure 24). This
data exhibits the "oblique
effect"
which is the relative decrease in
threshold sensitivity to sinewave gratings presented at oblique
angles. The filter is symmetric about both axes and will be
42
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Figure 22. The difference between two Gaussian functions.
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Figure 23. Two-dimensional circularly -symmetric filter.
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Figure 24. Orientation-specific CSF data from Campbell,
Kulikowski and Levinson.
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referred to as AD-MTF. It can be expressed as
AD-MTF(u w ) = [CS-MTF(w ,w )l[MULT(w ,w )] (14)
j a y x y
where MULT(cox,coy) is a functionalmultiplier of the form
'6- -V
MULT(w,w) = e Vl86/ + e V 26 'x'
y
and
9 = atan(^| (16)
MULT(cox,coy) is plotted as a function of theta (8) in Figure 25.
Figure 26 shows an AD-MTF.
3. Type III (Low Frequency Inhibited)
The third type of filter form was developed out of necessity to
produce simulation results which matched the data from the
psychophysical raggedness experiment. This filter is comprised of
the circularly-symmetric design of Type I with significant
additional attenuation of low frequencies along coy for all cox.
Functionally, the additional attenuation characteristic
(LF(cox,coy)) is described as:
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Figure 25. FunctionalMultiplier, MULT(cox,coy).
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Figure 26. Two-dimensional angularly-dependent filter.
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2
, 10
-u(JL) (17)
LF(w ,u ) = 1 - (0.7)e V ^
x y
This is an inverted Gaussian function which effectively levels off
to 1.0, when scaled, at coy = 7 c/mm (f=lc/mm). The form of
LF(cox,coy) can be adequately represented in one dimension and is
shown in Figure 27. The actual filter (MTF KK) is simply the
product of a CS-MTF and LF(cox,coy):
MTFKKtw ,w ) = [CS-MTF(w ,w )]|LF(w ,w )] (18)
x y x y i y
This filter type appears in Figure 28. The severe attenuation of
low frequencies for all cox in this model is hypothesized here as low
frequency inhibition caused by the adaption or masking of the
visual system to the energy content of the perceived dominant
signal. This dominant signal would have to be a thin vertical line
in order to rationalize the low frequency attenuation of L(cox,coy).
The actual dimensions of the edge do not support this hypothesis
well. So, the hypothesis must be more general to say that viewing
the edge, the perception of the visual system is dominated by the
vertical structure which is manifested in the low frequency
attenuation.
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Figure 27. Low frequency attenuation characteristic,
LF(cox,coy).
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Figure 28. FilterMTF KK.
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C. Simulation and Results
Schematically, the simulation was composed of the following
process chain:
fix,v) P(w ,w )->HVS(w ,w )-G(w ,w ) (19)
> y
x'
y
x'
y
i
0
w = 0
y
The edge stimulus, f(x,y), undergoes a Fourier transformation to
form its power spectrum, P(cox,coy) from which the coy = 0 energy
component is subtracted. The rationale for this subtraction being
the incongruous nature of this energy to raggedness (section II.A.).
Then the power spectrum is filtered by the human visual system
model, HVS(cox,coy). The resultant spectrum, G(cox,coy), represents
the spectral power distribution of the processed edge stimulus
from which the raggedness metric is calculated. Initially, the
intuitive metric to correlate with perceived raggedness was the
integral of the filtered power spectra. But, with this metric, the
linear relationship between sinewave amplitude and perceived
raggedness, observed in the psychophysical experiment, cannot be
established. However, the square root of the integral power, or
root-mean-square (rms) power, is essentially linearly proportional
to sinewave amplitude for all the visual system filters. This
empirical finding is supported by simple signal processing theory
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applied to a sinusoidal signal. In one dimension, if a signal, s(t),
bewteen the limits of ti and t2 is described as
s(t) = Asin(u)t)
the rms power of the signal is written as
rms
L - t.
s"(t)dt
l2-li >\
2 .,
siii~(wt)dt
The solution of the integral is
l2
. o J
(t2"V
sui~(wt)dt -
1
Therefore,
(20)
(21)
(22)
rms =
V2
(23)
which indicates that the rms power is directly proportional to the
amplitude of the sinusoid. This result is directly related to the
power spectrum by Parseval's Theorem, stated here
s^(t)dt =
2n
S(c dw (24)
where S(co) is the power spectrum of the sinusoidal signal, s(t). So,
for sinusoidal signals, the total integrated energy of the power
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spectrum is linearly proportional to the amplitude of the sinewave.
Extended to two dimensions, this can explain the linear
relationship bewteen sinewave edge amplitude and perceived
raggedness if it is assumed that the visual system is operating as
an rms meter. Thus, the rms power is used as the perceived
raggedness metric in this study. Hence
Raggedness^
L2
G(w ,w )dw ,dw
Ll
x y x y
(25)
where Ll and L2 represent appropriate limits of integration.
Indeed, the rms power proves to be quite robust in providing the
linear relationship for all shapes of filters. In fact, the unfiltered
rms power is essentially linearly proportional to sinewave
amplitude for frequencies within the integration limits. However,
the ultimate measure is the functional dependence of the rms
power on sinewave frequency which is determined by the filter
shape. The best results of a simulation for any filter is defined as
that which provides the closest match of rms power vs sinewave
frequency to the raggedness function fromHamerly and Springer's
experiment.27
Three sets of results using the CS-MTF type of filter model
(type I) are shown in Figure 29 asMTF A, MTF B, and MTF C. the
descriptive parameters for each of these filters are listed below:
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Filter Dl D2
MTF A 50 16
MTFB 70 30
MTFC 40 8
MTF A provides the closest match of rms power vs. sinewave
frequency to the raggedness function from the psychophysical
experiment. MTF B and MTF C illustrate the effect of altering the
descriptive parameters Dl and D2. MTF C is a close
approximation of a circularly symmetric, two-dimensional
representation of the O-degrees-orientation data from Kulikowski,
Campbell, and Levinson.28 The plots of rms power versus
sinewave amplitude, using MTF A, for frequencies between co = 1
(0.16c/mm) and co = 50 (7.95c/mm) are shown in Figure 30. The
relative slopes of the least-squares-fit to these functions are what
appear in Figure 29.
In contrast, to illustrate the necessity for the subtraction of
the abscissa energy component (coy = 0) from the spectra, the plots
of rms power vs. sinewave amplitude using MTF A and the power
spectra with the abscissa energy component present are shown in
Figure 31. Here, rms power decreases as sinewave amplitude
increases-obviously contrary to the relationship between
55
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3 4 B
SINEWAVE FREQUENCY (c/mm)
Figure 29. Relative raggedness vs. spatial frequency from
visual system models and psychophysical experiment (Hamerly
and Springer).
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Figure 30. RMS power vs. sinewave amplitude fromMTF A.
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Figure 31. RMS power vs. sinewave amplitude including
abscissa energy component.
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perceived raggedness and sinewave amplitude. This puzzling
result is explained by the effect of the abscissa energy component
in the spectra. The small-amplitude distortion cases have a
greater rms power because the abscissa energy component in the
power spectrum is degraded less than in large-amplitude cases;
leaving the abscissa energy relatively intact (with respect to an
undistorted stimulus). Hence, the large magnitude of the abscissa
energy component in small-amplitude distortion cases results in a
greater rms power within the visual system bandpass. These
troubling results are understandably corrected by simply
removing the abscissa energy component and analyzing the effects
due to the off-axis energy components, demonstrated in the first
application ofMTF A (Figure 30).
The best-fit result using the AD-MTF type filter is labeled as
MTF-AD in Figure 29. The rms power versus sinewave amplitude
plots are shown in Figure 32. The results are quite good for
frequencies beyond 1.5 c/mm, but this type of filter does not affect
the low-frequency fall-off present in the psychophysical
raggedness function. Altering the descriptive parameters Dl and
D2 of the base CS-MTF, which contributes in defining the AD-
MTF, did not improve this filter's shortcomings No changes were
made to the angularly dependentmultiplier,MULT.
Neither the CS-MTF or the AD-MTF type are capable of
providing filtration that produce rms power output to functionally
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Figure 32. RMS power vs. sinewave amplitude fromMTF-AD .
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match the perceived raggedness function determined in the
psychophysical experiment. The CS-MTF provides the best correct
general form, but does not adequately attenuate the edge spectra
to suppress energy at high frequencies of cox for low frquencies of
coy. The problem is illustrated in Figure 33 which shows the power
spectrum of a 0.32 c/mm (co = 2) sinewave edge with an amplitude
of 0.10 mm after being filtered by a CS-MTF type filter (MTF A).
Notice the significant noise-energy still present at high
frequencies of cox for low frequencies of coy. To enable the
suppression of this energy for these cases, the CS-MTF type of
filterwas modified as shown in eq. (18) where LF(cox,coy) is defined
as in eq. (17). This modified CS-MTF type filter still provides the
linear relationship between rms power and amplitude of the
sinewave edges (shown in Figure 34) for the best fit case labeled
MTF KK in Figure 29. The CS-MTF type filter which is altered to
give the best fit is MTF A.
Obviously, this filter type is successful in appropriately
filtering the power spectra of the sinewave edges so that the
resultant rms power is directly proportional to the perceived edge
raggedness as determined in the psychophysical experiment.
Therefore, based on this sole but paramount fact, this type of filter
will be used as the model of the human visual system for the
processing of other types of distorted edges to predict the relative
raggedness perception. This tacitly assumes that the spatial
processing of the sinewave edges by the visual system, and the
61
(0,8)c/mm
Figure 33.Sinewave edge power spectrum (300X )
(A = 0.10 mm, f = 0.16 c/mm) after attenuation by MTF A.
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raggedness sensitivity mechanism are fundamentally identical for
other types of edge distortions.
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III. POWER SPECTRA OF FOUR DISTORTED EDGE
TYPES
The remaining types of edge distortions which will be subject
to filtration by the visual system model are sinewave edges with
random fluctuations, random edges, dot-formed edges, and raster-
scanned edges. First, the power spectrum for each type must be
calculated before the visual system model can be applied and
subsequently provide an rms output to be directly correlated with
perceived edge raggedness.
A. Sinewave Edge with Random Fluctuations
This is an extension of the previous sinewave edge distortion.
Even though the sinewave edge represents no real sort of imaging
artifact, the effect of random fluctuations (which may be induced
by a xerographic reproduction process) on an edge already
distorted can be evaluated at an elementary level.
DeLorenzo and Garsin29 derived an analytical expression for
the power spectra of a line with both sides having random
tangential edge distortions. This derivation will proceed in a very
similar fashion.
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Again, defining the distorted edge as the difference between
two step functions, the distorted edge, f(x,y) can be described as
flx.y) = D[U(x + XQ + (A)sin(ky) + g(y)) - U(x - X0)]P(y) (26)
This is identical to the expression for a sinewave edge in eq. (1)
except for the additional function, g(y), which represents the
random component of the distortion. The random variable, g(y),
will be defined to be normally distributed with zero mean and
variance, o2. And also, g(y) will be assumed to be stationary and
ergodic. R(x) and P(co) are defined as the autocorrelation function
and the power spectrum of g(y). The correlation length of g(y), x0,
is restricted to being much shorter than the line length 2Yo.
Making use of the notation used by DeLorenzo and Garsin,30
the characteristic function of arbitrary distribution z(x) and is
defined as follows:
ctju) = ?**> zUJe^'dx
(27)
For normal distributions such as g(y), the characteristic function
for any sample point, x is defined as
c(jw) = e
(28)
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For any two sample points, xi and X2, the characteristic function is
written as
J\-o2
+ R<u> (29)
cOw^-jw^t) - e
X
The expression for the Fourier Transform of eq. (26)
resembles eq. (3) except for the additional phase term,
exp(jcoxg(y)).
0 ju Asin(ky) -ju) y jui g(y)
F(w,w ) = 2YnDu(-XJI e x e y e x dyx'
y 0 0 J Yo (30)r0Du(-x0))_Y
f Yo -*> y
-2Y0Du(X0)j
e ' dy
By using the expansion
jysine= y j k)e-jme (31)
---- m
e
m=
F(cox,coy) becomes
F(u,u> ) = 2Y.Dfi(-Xn) V Jm(A<a) e y e-Jmy e ^ dy
1 y
mr_.
m X J-Y0 (32)
-2Y0Du(X0)sinc(u YQ)
Since g(y) is a random variable, the average spectrum
<F(cox,coy)> is of interest. Thus eq. (32) becomes
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jw^gfy)
<F(co a )> =2YDu(-Xn) Y J (Aco )<e ^ >
x y O 0 * m x
m= od
-2Y0Du(X0)sinc(o) YQ)
ju y
e
y e Jmy dy
(33)
Multiplying this by its complex conjugate gives
<F(cox,coy)><F*(cox,coy)>. which will aid in the derivation,
namely,
<F(to .co )><F*(co ,co )> =
4Y^D2
u(-XJu(XJ y J (Aco ) y J (Aco )x y x y 0 0 0 < m x * n x
m= -oo (34)
[ [ 0 X-yyi-JV -Jkmy -my ) -jco (g(y - g(y >:e ' e <e > dytdy2 + H(coy,coy)
where
H(co ,co ) =
x'
y
^xX0
"4YoD
~
CO
sin
j" g<y9>
sr
c(co Y.) <e > ) J (Aco)sinc(co - mk)
y 0 <-- m x y
J2"xX0 j" g*y,>
4YoD -T sinc(co YJ<e > > J (Aco )sinc(co
- nk)
y 0 ^- n x y
(35)
4YoD
+ ___ sinc2(coyY0)
CO
The more important quantity is the average power spectrum,
<F(cox,o)y)F*(cox,coy)>. Multiplying eq. (32) by its complex
conjugate and treating for the random phase term yields
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x
<F(coxlcoy)F*(cox>coy)>=4Y2D2u(-X0)u*(-X0) JJA^ X Jn{AciJ
(36)
0 J"v<y,-yJ -jklny , - my ) -jco (gfy ) - g<y
eylze
* 2<exl 2> dy,dy0 + H(co ,co )
vr 1 Z x y
0
where H(cox,coy) is defined in eq. (35).
At this point, it is convenient to work with the variance of
F(cox,coy) denoted by D(cox,coy) and defined as
D(co ,co ) = <F(co ,co )F*(co ,co )> - <F(co,co )><F*(co ,co > ^'
x y x y x y r y x y
with the ultimate goal of solving for <F(cox,coy)F*(cox,coy)>.
Using eqs. (34), (35), and (36), the variance, D(cox,coy) can be
written as
4y2D2
^ ^ Jg2
D(co,co) = -j y J (Aco ) y J (Aco )e
x y 2 ' m x *-" n x
Uj m=-oo n=-o
o ^'yl-'2>e-^i-"^<e--","i'-'V>dy/y2 (38)
fjY
.^'|-',.-*""'-',dy1dy1
Y
I
Y
0
Y
-Yo
noting the definition of the characteristic function and that the
H(cox,coy) terms cancel. This simplifies to
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4Y2D2 oo w 2 2^ * "w co o
XD(co co ) = ^ y y J (Aco )J (Aco )ex y 2 4 ^ m x n x
u, m n
Y 9 9
f f 0 j"<y,-y9) -jklny - my ) co(-o + R(y -y ))j j e y (e* 2 -l)dyidy2
0
(39)
Now, consider/, where
,= |
|Y
e^t-Ve-*^,-^2(e^i-V
_1)>dyidy2
(40)
_Yo
In order to perform this integration, it is desirable to change the
indices m and n as follows:
m = p + t
n = p I
Eq. (40) can now be written as
' /V3^ _ V^*^! - y2> + yl - V (e"xR(yl " V
_ 1)d
. (41)1= | |
yl ~ze ' z * M 1 ' " - Ddy^
Now transforming the coordinates where
<*> = yx + >2
leads to the Jacobian:
Ml
dx, dx2
"dT
dX2
dtp d$
di
dx.
and yields
Performing the integration on dp gives
which, in terms ofm and n, equals
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I = 2 i e
-Y,
0 j<" - pk)i u Rdl
-jkfcb
e
*
-l)dx | e-JKC<pd4>
-Y
(42)
0 j'co - pkli co Ru)
I = 2sinc(kY ) e y (e x - l)di
Y0
(43)
m n
I =2sinc(( )kYm,n ^2
v / cn + n \
0 Vy
"l ~ Y " R(t'
(e A - l)di (44)
The expression for the variance, D(cox,coy), can now bewritten as
4Y2n2 2 2
^ l *." CO o
D(co ,co ) =
x y 2
CO
0 "x ST X
- (e ) > > J (w ) J (A to ) I
m x n x m,n
(45)
But noting the orthogonal nature of the Bessel function, J(x), the
variance can be written as
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4Y2D2 2 2^ * "lJ CO o
D(co co) = (e x ) X J2(Aco ) I (46)x y 2 <. n x n
CO
x
where In is
'Yo
V
0 J<w - nk)t u R(t)
1=2 e y (e x -l)dx (47)
and must be calculated using a specific autocorrelation function.
DeLorenzo and Garsin31 determined that for normally
distributed random edges the autocorrelation function, R(i), tends
to a Gaussian curve. Thus, defining R(i) to be
2
L (48)
dm- 2 C0
(i) a e
and noting x0 < < 2Yo allows the integrand in eq. (47) to become
2
-i
2
I =2
j(co - nk)i co o e
e
y (e
x
- l)dt
CD
2 ^o (49)
Restraining the analysis to small and intermediate values of
(q2cox), the quantity
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2
i
2
2 l0
(e - 1)
can now be written in a power series:
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Substituting eq. (50) into eq. (49) yields
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Interchanging the order of summation and integration yields
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This integral is evaluated32 in the tables. Hence, Iq>n becomes
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Eq. (46) is now finally written
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Now, to finally calculate the average power spectrum, we
remember
<F(co ,co )F*(co ,co )> = D(co ,co ) + <F(co ,co )><F*(co ,co )> ^5)
x y
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where <F(cox,coy)><F*(cox,coy)> is defined in eq. (34) and is
further simplified to
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Equation (55) was programmed in Fortran code to calculate the
average power spectrum. The actual program listing is located in
Appendix III. By inspection of these equations, we see that the
spread of the energy in the average power spectrum due to the
sinusoidal and random edge distortion is determined by the
amplitude (A) and frequency (k) of the sinewave and the
correlation length (i0) and variance (o2) of the random
fluctuations.
Sample power spectra of an edge with sinusoidal and random
edge distortions are shown in Figures 35-41. Figures 35-37 show
the effect of increasing a and i0 for a constant sinewave amplitude
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Figure 35. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 0.80 c/mm, o = .01 mm,
x0 = .01mm) 300X
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Figure 36. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 0.80 c/mm, o = 0.03 mm,
x0 = 0.03 mm) @ 300X.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 37. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 0.80 c/mm, o = 0.05 mm,
x0 = 0.05 mm) @ 300X.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 38. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 2.07 c/mm, o = 0.10 mm,
x0 = 0.10 mm) 300 X
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 39. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 2.07 c/mm, a = 0.20 mm,
x0 = 0.20 mm) @ 300X.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 40. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 2.07 c/mm, o = 0.10 mm,
x0 = 0.20mm)@300X.
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Figure 41. Power spectrum of sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (A = 0.10 mm, f = 2.07 c/mm, o = 0.20 mm,
x0 = 0.10 mm) @ 300X.
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(0.10 mm) and frequency (co = 5). The variation of the sinewave
edge distortion parameters have the same effect as illustrated in
Figures 10-15. The increased energy due to the relatively small
random fluctuations is essentially additive. However, Figures 38
and 39 illustrate the effect of large random fluctuations. The
random noise effectively
"low-passes"
the underlying sinusoidal
distortion spectrum while contributing to the overall energy.
Figures 40 and 41 confirm the findings ofDeLorenzo and Garsin;33
the energy spread along cox, due to the random fluctuations, is
determined by o while the energy spread along coy is determined
byx0.
B. Random Edges
The average power spectrum of an edge with normal random
fluctuations is simply derived by setting the sinewave amplitude
(A) to zero in eq. (54). Examples of this type of two-dimensional
power spectra are shown in Figures 42-44 for various values of x0
and o. The effect of x0 and a are the same as before.
C. Dot-Formed and Raster-Scanned Edges
Derivations of analytical expressions for the power spectra of
dot-formed edges and raster-scanned edges were not convenient.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 42. Power spectrum of random edge (o = 0.05 mm,
x0 = 0.05 mm) @ 300X.
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Figure 43. Power spectrum of random edge (o -= 0.10 mm,
x0 = 0.10 mm) @ 300X.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 44. Power spectrum of random edge (o = 0.10 mm,
x0 = 0.05 mm) @ 300X.
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Instead, a two-dimensional (1000 X 1000) array was constructed
(via software) to define these spatial signals. The descriptive
parameters of the dot-formed edge are the diameter of the dot and
the spacing between adjacent dots as shown in Figure 45. The only
descriptive parameter for the raster-scanned edge is peak
displacement indicated in Figure 46. The smallest increment in
each dimension was equated to 0.01 mm. The Fortran code which
generates these spatial signals are listed in Appendix III. The
length of each line was held constant (7.00 mm) and the average
line width, including the edge distortion, was always 1.00 mm.
The power spectra of these types of edges were calculated by
computing the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the spatial
arrays, to obtain the frequency spectra, and then multiplying by
their complex conjugates. The smallest increment in the power
spectra arrays is 0.10 c/mm. The attention to consistency of
average line size in the spatial domain ensures proper relative
scaling in the frequency domain.
Examples of power spectra for dot-formed edges are shown in
Figures 47-49 which show the power spectra of a dot-formed edge
with a dot-diameter of 0.40 mm for spacings of 0.20 mm, 0.30 mm,
and 0.40 mm, respectively. As with the sinewave edge spectra, the
average signal component is visually distinguishable from the
noise component. Also, the energy distribution along co y is
dependent upon the frequency of the dot-pattern, which is set by
the dot spacing. The largest spacing of 0.40 mm is the lowest
86
DIAMETER
SPACING
Figure 45. Dot-formed edge parameters.
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p = peak displacement
I = average line width
Figure 46. Raster-scanned edge parameter.
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0,8 ) c/mm
Figure 47. Power spectrum ofdot-formed edge (diameter =
0.40 mm, spacing = 0.20 mm) @ 300 X .
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 48. Power spectrum ofdot-formed edge (diameter =
0.40 mm, spacing = 0.30 mm) @ 300X.
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(0,8) c/mm
Figure 49. Power spectrum ofdot-formed edge (diameter =
0.40 mm, spacing = 0.40 mm) @ 300X .
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frequency edge distortion, hence the energy along coy occurs at
small intervals. But, the 0.40 mm spacing creates the largest
distortion amplitude which compacts the noise energy along cox
while increasing its magnitude. This trend is evident by
inspection of the other two dot-formed edge spectra with smaller
dot spacings of 0.20 mm and 0.30 mm.
Examples of power spectra for some raster scanned edges are
shown in Figures 50-53. These are spectra of raster-scanned edges
of 45-degree lines (as shown in Figure 46) which were rotated 45
degrees to match the orientation of the other edges in this study.
The peak displacement for each of these edges are 0.10 mm,
0.20 mm, 0.30 mm, and 0.40 mm, respectively. Note as the peak
displacement amplitude increases, thus decreasing the frequency
of the edge pattern, the noise-energy moves along coy towards
coy = 0 and becomes more compact along cox while increasing in
magnitude. This behavior is common for sinewave edge, dot-
formed edge, and raster-scanned edge spectra alike. In fact, any
periodic edge distortion will have spectra exhibiting these same
characteristic trends dictated by the frequency and amplitude of
the distortion.
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(0.8) c/mm
Figure 50. Power spectrum of raster-scanned edge (peak
displacement = 0.10 mm) @ 300X .
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Figure 51. Power spectrum of raster-scanned edge (peak
displacement = 0.20 mm) @ 300X .
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Figure 52. Power spectrum of raster-scanned edge (peak
displacement = 0.30 mm) @ 300X .
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Figure 53. Power spectrum of raster-scanned edge (peak
displacement = 0.40 mm) @ 300X.
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IV. APPLICATION OF VISUAL SYSTEM MODEL TO
FOUR DISTORTED EDGE TYPES
The power spectra of the four distorted edge types are suitable
as inputs to the visual system model. The Type III model
(sect. II.B.3) is the model of choice since it established the ability to
predict the results of the psychophysical raggedness experiment
based on the rms power of the filtered edge spectra. The results of
attenuating these spectra with the visual system model, with the
intent ofpredicting the character of the raggedness rating for each
edge type, are presented next.
A. Sinewave Edge with Random Fluctuations
The relationship between rms power and sinewave frequency
for a 0.10 mm amplitude sinewave with different levels of random
noise is shown in Figure 54. Large values of o (sig) and x0 (tau)
indicate a high level of random noise. Clearly, as the random
noise level of the edge increases, the underlying distortion due to
the sinewave becomes overwhelmed. At the point where o and x0
equal the amplitude of the sinewave, the entire rms power is
essentially attributable to the random noise. This effect seems
reasonable based on the nature of the power spectra illustrated in
Figures 35-41. High levels of random noise suppress high
frequency energy from the sinusoidal distortion while dominating
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Figure 54. RMS power vs. sinewave frequency.
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the low frequency noise energy. In other words, the dominant low
frequency of the random fluctuations smothers any higher
frequency distortion of the sinewave edge. A possible short
coming of the model is exposed in this case. It has been observed
that xerographic reproduction can actually
"mask"
edge artifacts
from an imaging process. However, while the model predicts the
evident effect of the original underlying distortion becoming
obscured by increasing random fluctuation amplitude, it also
predicts the total raggedness rating will increase. This is contrary
to the edge softening effect which is observed. A psychophysical
test of this case would allow solid conclusions to be drawn. But,
perhaps a more sophisticated model is required for compound edge
distortions.
B. Random Edge
The rms power from filtered random edge power spectra are
shown in Figure 55 for three specific cases. In one case, o and x0
are equal for values between 0.1 mm and .10 mm. In the other two
cases, either a or x0 is held constant at 0.01 mm while the other
variable ranges from 0.01mm to 0.10 mm. The results indicate
that, as an isolated parameter, o is the principal contributor to the
rms power. However, when combined, the total effect is greater
than the sum of the parts. The relationships between rms power
and random noise amplitude (determined by o) is linear. This is
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Figure 55. RMS power vs. sig (o) and/or tau (xo).
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not surprising recalling that rms power also increases linearly
with sinewave amplitude. A psychophysical experiment
conducted by Dvorak and Springer34 supports the linear
relationship between rms power and noise amplitude if related to
perceived raggedness. They found that for above threshold
amplitudes, raggedness was linearly proportional to the standard
deviation of the random fluctuations. It is also interesting to note
that this psychophysical experiment utilized actual text
characters as the test stimuli.
C. Dot-Formed Edges
Figure 56 shows a plot of rms power versus the dot-spacing to
dot-diameter ratio for edges composed of 0.40 mm, 0.35 mm,
0.30 mm, and 0.25 mm dots. Compare these functions to the
predicted relationship of raggedness versus dot-spacing to dot-
diameter ratio (Figure 8). A direct comparison is not possible
because the exact relationship between rms power and raggedness
is unknown. Only trends can be compared. On this level, the
relationship between rms power and dot-spacing to dot-diameter is
very similar to Hamerly's35 predictions. Generally, as the dot-
spacing to dot-diameter ratio increases, the rms power or
raggedness rating grow rapidly. The growth is more dramatic for
edges formed by larger diameter dots.
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Figure 56. RMS power vs. dot-diameter/dot-spacing.
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D. Raster-Scanned Edges
There are no other models or empirical results that include
the raggedness of this type of edge distortion. However, CRT
displays and laser writing devices produce these edge artifacts..
Therefore, we include raster-scanned edges for this reason. The
plot of rms power versus peak displacement is shown in Figure 57.
The relationship is approximately linear for lower peak
displacement values but levels-off at peak displacements above
0.30 mm which would be the lower frequency artifacts. The
leveling-off is attributable to the severe attenuation character of
the visual system filter at low frequencies.
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Figure 57. RMS power vs. peak displacement.
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V. DISCUSSION
A. Power Spectra Calculations
Calculation of the numerous two-dimensional power spectra
in this study offer insight into the common properties of periodic
edge spectral energy distributions. The effect of changing the
frequency or amplitude of the periodic distortion is the same in all
cases; a change in the spread of energy along coy is indicative of the
change in frequency of the edge distortion, while the spread of
energy along cox will correlate with the increase or decrease of
distortion amplitude. Even if it is not obvious from inspection of
eq. (11), the analytical expression of the power spectrum for a
sinewave edge, these observations of the power spectra are
supported by the functional form of the equation. In eq. ( 11) we see
that the weighted sine-square functions are placed along coy at
intervals determined by the product of the index of the summation
(m or n) and the frequency (k) of the sinewave. The index is
common for all cases, therefore the frequency of the sinewave edge
is the dominant factor in determining the distribution of energy
along co . The weight of these sine-square functions along cox is
partially determined by the Bessel functions, J(Acox). The
magnitude of the Bessel function weight is dependent upon the
amplitude (A) of the sinewave distortion. The amplitude in the
argument of the Bessel function either compresses or expands the
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function along its functional axis. The net effect appears to be an
increase in the spectral amplitude because of the nature of a
Bessel function of the first kind. The existence of an analytical
expression for the power spectrum of a sinewave edge with random
fluctuations (eq. (55)) is not as useful as a mathematical
descriptor as eq. (11) due to its complexity. However, defining the
expression for these edge types serves as groundwork for future
investigation.
B. Difference Spectrum Utility
The difference spectrum as defined in section II.A offers an
alternative to the power spectrum of the stimulus as the input to
this model. The energy in the difference spectrum is the total
distortion energy; one component being the abscissa energy
comonent which is not a factor in raggedness perception. The
relative rms power vs. sinewave frequency calculated using
difference spectra with and without the abscissa energy
component and MTF A is shown in Figure 58 (the relationship
between rms power and sinewave amplitude is approximately
linear in both cases), the result using power spectra (minus the
abscissa energy) and the raggedness function are also shown. It is
obvious that the abscissa energy in the difference spectrum
adversely affects the models predictive ability, reaffirming
the
nullification of this component in the model. On the other hand,
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Figure 58. Relative rms power vs. sinewave frequency using
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the result without the abscissa energy component matches the
result using the power spectra as input to the model. This
indicates either approach will yield essentially identical results.
The advantage of using the difference spectra would be the
elimination of the stimulus size dependence of the rms metric.
C. Visual System Processing
The processing (filtering) of the sinewave edge spectra such
that the rms power correlates directly with Hamerly and
Springer's experiment is the foundation of this study. This can
only be established using filter type III (low frequency inhibited)
to represent the visual system transfer function. However, filter
type I (circularly symmetric) provides similar results as filter type
III when applied to the dot-formed edge and random edge spectra
(Figures 59 and60). Both filters provide an approximately linear
relationship between rms power and o or xo in the case of the
random edge. These results are supported by a psychophysical
experiment that found raggedness (and subsequently image
quality) to be linearly proportional to the standard deviation of the
random fluctuations. For dot-formed edges, the form of the
relationships between rms power and dot-spacing to dot-diameter
ratio are very similar. Unfortunately, comparison of these
different model results cannot advance passed evaluation of
functional form since an exact relationship between rms power
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Figure 59. RMS power vs. dot-diameter/dot-spacing using
MTF A.
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and perceived edge raggedness cannot be deduced from the
literature, and no psychophysical data were collected in this study.
The success ofMTF A in matching the results from MTF-KK is not
surprising. In the cases involving dot-formed edges, there is no
edge with a distortion frequency less than 2.5 c/mm. Remember
that MTF A did well in predicting the results of Hamerly and
springer's psychophysical experiment for sinewave frequencies
greater than 1.5 c/mm. And, inspection of the dot-formed edge
spectra show no distortion energy which would be effected by the
low frequency attenuation, LF(cox,coy), in MTF-KK. As for the
random edge cases, increasing the amplitude and/or the
correlation length of the fluctuations increases the spectral energy
at all frequencies within the possible band. Thus, it seems
prediction of the linear relationship between rms power and o or xo
is likely formany filter shapes.
It may be that the circularly symmetric filter describes the
proper attenuation characteristic, but the visual processing
mechanism which determines edge raggedness is not a simple
energy integrator, as posed in this study. And, the model's notion
of an ideal edge being represented by a low rms power value may
not be adequate. In the model presented in this study, the defining
characteristic of an ideal edge (no distortion) is a low rms power
associated to it after processing by the visual system filter
compared to the rms power from a distorted edge after undergoing
the same processing. However, since the degree of raggedness is
Ill
reported relative to a
"perfect"
edge, the process of rating can be
considered a comparative one. If this comparison process is
interpreted as a subtraction of the energy spectrum of an ideal
edge stimulus, the low-frequency energy in such difference spectra
passed by the circularly symmetric MTF in very low-frequency
distortion cases may be significantly reduced if both spectra have
similar energy content in the low-frequency region. If so, and the
rms power of the difference spectra after filtering by MTF A is
used as the raggedness rating, then a raggedness function very
similar to Hamerly and Springer's may be the result. To
investigate this possibility we can examine the difference between
the power spectrum of a sinewave distorted edge and the power
spectrum of an undistorted edge stimulus - since it is the sinewave
edge case in which the circularly symmetric visual filter fails. A
more accurate approach would be to calculate the power spectrum
of the difference between the frequency spectra of the two signals.
But, since the analysis will be done by visual inspection of the
spectra, the absolute value of the difference between their power
spectra will suffice. For this comparison hypothesis to hold,
realize that the undistorted edge stimulus must be a different size
than the average size of the distorted edge stimulus. Otherwise,
the difference spectrum would contain all of the distortion energy
components (demonstrated earlier in the "difference spectra")
exhibiting no loss in the low-frequency distortion energy. A
difference-of-power-spectra is shown in Figure 61. The sinewave
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(0.8) c/mm
Figure 61. Absolute value (300X ) ofdifference between power
spectrum of 35 X 28 mm sinewave edge (A = .10 mm,
f = 3.18 c/mm) and power spectrum of 35X25 mm undistorted
edge.
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frequency of the distorted edge is 3.18 c/mm (co = 20) with an
amplitude of 0.10 mm. This relatively high frequency case will be
used for illustrative purposes so the distortion energy can be
distinguished from lower frequency energy of comparable
magnitude which will mask low frequency distortion energy. The
lengths of both edges are 35 mm, but the widths of the stimuli are
different; the distorted edge stimulu is 28 mm wide and the ideal
edge stimulus is 26 mm wide. To significantly reduce the low
frequency energy which arises from low frequency sinewave edges,
the differenceof-power-spectra must exhibit energy of near equal
magnitude in the region where low frequency energy occurs (i.e.,
low coy). Figure 61 shows no significant energy in this region. For
the difference-of-power-spectra to have significant energy here,
the ideal edge stimulus width would have to be much narrower.
Figure 62 shows the difference-of-power-spectra using the same
distorted edge as before, but the ideal edge stimulus width is only
1 mm wide. Notice the large increase in low frequency energy
relative to the distortion energy. If the frequency of the sinewave
distortion is made very low (co = 2), the distortion energy will
become indistinguishable from this low frequency energy. Figure
63 shows this case. So, it seems if the rms power of the difference-
of-power-spectra (using 1 mm wide edge stimulus as the basis of
comparison), after filtering by MTF A, were to be taken as the
edge raggedness metric, there would be ample fall-off at very low
sinewave frequencies to nearly match Hamerly and Springer's
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Figure 62. Absolute value (300 X ) ofdifference between power
spectrum of35X 28 mm sinewave edge (A = .10 mm,
f = 3.18 c/mm) and power spectrum of 35 X 1 mm undistorted
edge.
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mm
Figure 63. Absolute value (300 X ) ofdifference between power
spectrum of35X28 mm sinewave edge (A = .10 mm,
f = .32 c/mm) and power spectrum of 35 X 1 mm undistorted
edge.
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raggedness function. This hypothesis allows the use of a visual
filter which has abundant psychophysical support, however, it still
relies on an artificial mechanism to explain the insensitivity of the
visual system to low frequency edge distortion. Supposition of this
sort ofmasking mechanism is, essentially, the justification for the
low frequency attenuation in filter type III. This type of
mechanism is complicated and may not be entirely plausible.
Regardless of the explanation of the low-frequency effect, the
point is moot in a practical sense because real-world edge
distortions in the realm of a raggedness classification occur at a
frequency which precludes the effect.
D. Terminology
Another possible cause of the low raggedness ratings of the
low frequency distortion may be inappropriate terminology. In
fact, Hamerly has reported40 that raggedness is not an
appropriate term for high frequency tangential edge distortion
beyond 5 c/mm because the net effect is perceived as a blurring
rather than a distinct tangential off-set. The term
"raggedness"
may not be an appropriate classification of low frequency sinewave
distortion. So, though the distortion may have been clearly visible
(and objectionable) the ratings given by the observers may have
been small due to their reluctance to describe a
"wavey"
edge as
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"ragged". It is interesting to note that if the amplitude threshold
curve in Figure 3 were inverted ( 1/threshold amplitude) to form a
type ofCSF, the low frequency fall-offwould not be as dramatic in
the case if the raggedness rating curve (Figure 4) which has the
same functional form. The rms power may be a factor in the
detection process as well as in the rating process. If the
terminology used is the cause of the accentuated low frequency
fall-off in the raggedness rating function, then the hypothesis of
masking or inhibition decreasing the sensitivity of the visual
system to edge distortion at low frequencies may be superfluous or
false.
E. Closing
The objective of this study is to demonstrate the necessity for
a two-dimensional analysis in edge raggedness studies and to
provide a functional model based on first-order psychophysical
principles which can be used to predict perceived edge raggedness.
The numerous power spectra which were calculated for several
distorted edge types reveal complex functions with energy
distributed at all angles in the frequency domain. Clearly,
processing of the noise energy requires preservation of the two-
dimensional format. The models used to emulate the global
spatial frequency processing character of the visual system are
simple and based to some degree on previous psychophysical tests.
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The absolute validity of these models used here is not being
proclaimed or refuted. The models are convenient constructs
which are used in this paradigm for the purpose of defining an
image quality model. Psychophysical support of the human visual
system filtering is desirable in understanding the model but is not
absolutely necessary for an effective image quality model.
Also, it must be noted that the rms power of any processed
power spectrum is dependent on the contrast of the spatial
stimulus. Therefore, the model presented in this study tacitly
assumes the contrast of the edge stimuli to be constant.
Fortunately, the potential for application of this model is to high-
contrast textual images, which alleviates the impact of this
assumption on the model's utility.
Finally, a quality rating modeHO exists for continuous tone
imagery which incorporates the spatial filtering of the visual
system and the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the imaging
system of interest. The model is one-dimensional and the visual
system filter is assumed to be a perfect band-pass type. The
success of the model using this first order approach is impressive.
The output of the model, the subjective quality factor (SQF), has
been demonstrated to be within normal reader error and 0.988
correlated with observer quality ratings. The model is simple and
requires only the knowledge of the system MTF and magnification
for each application. Its accuracy allows it to be used in place of
119
complicated and time-consuming psychophysical testing. The
hope for the approach initiated in this study is that it can be
proven similarly robust and accurate enough to be useful to image
quality people in the graphic arts field.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
1. The spectral energy power distributions of periodically
distorted edges have a distinct two-dimensional character
which consists of an average signal energy component and a
distortion energy component. The relative spread of the noise
energy is dictated by the frequency and amplitude of the
distortion.
2. The rms power of the appropriately attenuated distorted edge
power spectrum (minus the abscissa energy) is proportional to
perceived raggedness for sinewave, dot-formed, and random
edges. Use of the "differencespectrum"minus the abscissa
component will render, essentially, the same results. This
approach also removes the stimulus size dependence of the
rms power.
3. A psychophysical^ based, circularly symmetric, single
channel visual system model serves as a good model for the
prediction of relative edge raggedness for the cases of dot-
formed and random edges, and for sinewave edges above 1.5
c/mm (viewed at 400 mm).
4. To predict the dramatic low frequency sinewave raggedness
rating fall-off, the circularly symmetric visual system model
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requires incorporation of artificial frequency attenuation or
the model must include a supposition of a comparison
mechanism (modeled as a difference between frequency
spectra) in which the basis of the edge comparison is a
relatively thin line.
5. Future development and investigation should include the
following:
a) Establish absolute relationship between rms power and
perceived raggedness and test the accuracy of the model
b) The effect of psychophysical terminology on the
perception of edge distortion.
APPENDIX I
Zero Amplitude Case for Eq. (11)
LetA = 0. p(cox,coy) becomes
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4Y
P(W =
co
X
2 2 2
sine (oj YJ - sine (co Y.) 2cos(co XJ + sine (co Y )
yO y0 x o yu
4Y
sinc2(co YJ(1 - 2cos(2co XJ + 1)
y U x 0
(57)
4Y
co
2sinc2(co Y0)(l - cos^co^XJ)
By the half-angle relation
2 sin - = (1 - cos 9)
2
(58)
P(cox,coy) becomes
4Yo
P(cox,co ) =
CO
X
2sinc2(co YJ(2sin2(X.co ))
y 0 U x
= 4YoDo 2sinclco
YJ[-
y 0
2sin (co XJ
x 0 ,
CO (59)
=
4Y2D2 4sinc2(co YJ
[X2
sinc2(toxX0J
= l6DoYoXo
2 2,
sine (co YQ)sinc (to^XJ
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APPENDIX II
'Difference Spectrum"Derivation
The subtraction of the frequency spectrum of the average
signal (undistorted edge stimulus), Fo(cox,coy), from the distorted
edge stimulus frequency spectrum, F(cox,coy) iswritten as
DIF(co ,10 ) = F(co ,co ) - FJco ,co ) (60)
x y x y 0 x y
Where F(cox,coy) is defined in eq. 8 and
F (co ,co ) = 4DYnXnsinc(co ,XJsinc<co ,YJ (61)
0 x' y 0 0
x' 0 y 0
The power spectrum, POWDIF(cox,coy), of this difference spectrum,
DIF(cox,coy), is
(62)
POWDIF(co ,co ) =
x y
F(co ,co ) - FJco ,co )
x'
y 0 x y
F (co ,co ) - FJco ,co J
x y 0 x y
Carrying out themultiplication yields
POWDIF(cox,coy) = Ffco^cOy) F*(cox,coy) + F0(cox,coy)F*(cox,coy) (6g)
The first term is the power spectrum of the distorted edge stimulus
(eq. 11), and the second term is the power spectrum of an
undistorted edge, which is
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2V2 2,FoK'Uy)Fo(ux'Uy) = 16Y^X-sinc^(coxXjsinc2(co YJ (64)
Substitution of the defining equations and subsequent
simplification of the final two terms of equation 63 yields
-FJco ,co )F (co ,co ) - FJco ,co )F(co ,co ) =0 x y i y 0 y y x y
16D2Y2X0
co
sinc(co YJsindco XJsin(co XJ
y 0 x 0 x 0
Y J (Aco )sinc[(co - mk)YJ. + sinc(co YJ
n m x y 0 y 0
m
(65)
Now, equation 63 can be determined by combining equations 11,
64, and 65.
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APPENDIX HI
Program Listings
PROGRAM RNSN 126
c This program is for computing the spatial power
c spectrum of a line with sinusoidal peturbations,
c with random fluctuations on ONE edge, of the form
c
C (A)SIN(ky) + RANDOM(y)
c
c This program can be used to calculate the spectra of
c sinewave edges by setting TO and SIG to zero.
c
c See, J.DeLorenzo and P.Garsin, "Spatial Spectra Derivation
c for "Noisy" Edged Lines," J.A.P.E, 9, pp89-97 (1983)
c
c This program calculates an array defined by eq. (55) in the
c thesis.
C
C This program utilizes subroutines in the IMSL library to calculate
c Bessel functions. The main subroutine is MMBSJN.
c
c
c * Variable Identification *
c
c WXmin = minimum radian freq. corresponding to X (in spatial dom. )
c WYmin = minimum radian freq. corresponding to Y (in spatial dom.)
c WXmax * maximum radian freq. corresponding to X (in spatial dom.)
c WYmax = maximum radian freq. corresponding to Y (in spatial dom.)
c N = length of vector to be calculated (see IMSL- MMBSJN)
c B(N) = value of (N-l)th order Bessel function at WX = ARG
c ARG = argument at which Bessel function is being evaluated
c IER = error flag (see IMSL-MMBSJN)
c X = value of Oth order Bessel function at WX = ARG
c AMP = Amplitude of sine wave perturbation (mm)
c FREQ = radian frequency of sine wave perturbation (c/mm)
c YO = half-length of the noisy line in the y-dimension (mm)
c XO = " " " "
" " " " x-dimension (mm)
c NLIM = indice limits of summation
c m = summation indice
c FP( , ) = Array of the first product in the power spectrum
c CP( , ) Array of the cross product of the power spectrum
c EP( , ) = Array of the end product of the power spectrum
c P( , ) = Array of the power spectrum for line
c DI( , ) = Variance spectrum (eq. 54)
c TO = correlation length of random fluctuations (mm)
c SIG = standard deviation of random fluctuations (mm)
c
c * The arrays : A,A2,A2A,C and CPl
c are used to build the arrays defined above and are not
c important in and of themselves.
c
c * Subroutine Identification
*
c
c IMSL Bessel function routines
c 1. MMBSJN - nonnegative order; real arguments
c
c other IMSL routines required ..,_.
c 1 UERSET - sets level of error notification (0=supress all)
C
"
THIS ROUTINE IS REQUIRED BECAUSE OTHERWISE
C PRECISION ERRORS WOULD BE
ISSUED FOR LARGE
c ORDER BESSEL FUNCTIONS
WITH SMALL ARGUMENTS
c (i.e. very small numbers) 127
c
DIMENSION A( -200:200, 0:200),B(200),
1 CP(-200:200,0:200),EP(-200:200, 0:200),
\ , , ^(-200 : 200, 0 : 200 ),A2A(-200: 200, 0:200),
1 DH-^UU:200, 0:200)
^*5n^'A'B'^'CT';^'C'ro'Cl,CPlfQ,O^UM/T0,SIGfDI/O0NST
REAL Y0,X0,AMP, FREQ,N1,N2,N3,NLIM,WY,Q1,Q2,P,NQ
CHARACTER*10 FILE
INTEGER IER,N
c
c
LEVEL = 0
c
CALL UERSET( LEVEL ,LEVOLD)
c enter parameters
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT FILE ?'
READ(5,'(A)') FILE
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE FREQUENCY ?'
READ(5,*) FREQ
10 WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE PEAK-TO-PEAK AMPLITUDE?'
READ(5,*) AMP
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS WXmin,WXmax?'
READ(5,*) WXmin,WXmax
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS WYmin, WYmax?'
READ(5,*) WYmin,WYmax
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS YO ?'
READ(5,*) YO
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS XO ?'
READ(5,*) XO
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS NLIM ?'
READ(5,*) NLIM
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT ARE SIG, TO ?'
READ(5,*) SIG, TO
OPEN(3, FILE=FILE,STATUS='NEW' UNFORMATTED' ,ERR=998)
compute spectrum for positive values of Wy (remember
that MMBSJN only computes positive order Bessel fxns)
PI = 3.141592
110 DO 270 m = -NLIM , NLIM, 1
Q2 = m * FREQ
DO 250 WY = WYmin,WYmax
DO 210 WX = WXmin,WXmax
QSUM = 0.0
DO NQ - 1,5
IF (NQ .EQ. 1) THEN
FQ = 1
ELSE IF (NQ .EQ. 2) THEN
FQ - 2
ELSE IF (NQ .EQ. 3) THEN
FQ - 6
ELSE IF (NQ .EQ. 4) THEN
FQ = 24
ELSE IF (NQ .EQ. 5) THEN
FQ = 120
END IF
Q= j((((WX**2)MSIG**2))**NQ)*T0)/FQ)*((Pl/NQ)** 5)1 *EXP(-((WY-Q2)**2)*(T0**2)/(4*NQ)
QSUM = QSUM + Q
END DO
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ARG = AMP * WX
N = abs(m) + 1.0
CALL MMBSJN(ARG,N,B,IER)
IF(m .LT. 0) B(N) = -B(N)
DI(WX,WY) = DI(WX,WY) + (B(N)**2)*QSUM
A2(WX,WY) = (B(N)*(SINC((WY-Q2),Y0)))
+ A2A(WX,WY)
205 A2A(WX,WY) = A2(WX,WY)
FP(WX,WY) = EXP(-(WX**2)*(SIG**2))*(A2A(WX,WY)**2)
210 CONTINUE
250 CONTINUE
270 CONTINUE
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DO 550 WY = WYmin,WYmax
DO 500 WX = WXmin,WXmax
D = (2.0*X0)*WX
1
1
1
CP1(WX,WY) = EXP(-(WX**2)*(SIG**2)/2)
*(SINC(WY,Y0)*
(2.0)*(COS(D))*A2A(WX,WY))
+ CP(WX,WY)
490 CP(WX,WY) = CP1(WX,WY)
500 CONTINUE
550 CONTINUE
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
565 DO 605 WY = WYmin,WYmax
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DO 600 WX = WXmin,WXmax
EP(WX,WY) = (SINC(WY,Y0))**2
600 CONTINUE
605 CONTINUE
DO 820 WX = WXmin,WXmax
DO 800 WY = WYmin,WYmax
IF ((WX .EQ. 0.0)) GOTO 750
P(WX,WY) = ((FP(WX,WY) - CP(WX,WY)
1 + EP(WX,WY)) + (EXP(-(WX**2)*(SIG**2))
1 *DI(WX,WY)))
1 * (4*(Y0**2))/((X0**2)*(WX**2))
1 *(1/((X0**2)*(WX**2)))
GOTO 790
750 P(WX,WY) = 0.0
790 WRITE(3,ERR=999) P(WX,WY)
800 CONTINUE
820 CONTINUE
GOTO 1000
998 TYPE *, 'ERROR OPENING OUTPUT
FILE'
GOTO 1000
999 TYPE *, 'ERROR IN
WRITING'
1000 STOP
END
C PROGRAM DOTS3
**********************************************************
THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A 2-D ARRAY OF Is AND Os IN THE
FORM OF A DOT-MATRIX EDGE. THIS DOT-MATRIX SIGNAL IS
WRITTEN OUT FOR X BETWEEN -100 TO 100 AND FOR Y BETWEEN
-500 TO 500. THE COORDINATES OF THE EDGE ORIGIN ARE
ASSUMMED TO LIE ALONG X = 0. THE NUMBER OF DOTS IN ONE
COLUMN IS CHOSEN SO THAT THE EDGE IS OF DESIRED LENGTH (7 mm).
FOR ANY EDGE, THE AVERAGE WIDTH IS MADE TO BE 100 (1 mm)
ONE UNIT IS ASSUMED TO EQUAL .01 MM.
Q *********************************************************
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL DIAM,R,D,M,N,SPACE,A,B, sum, LEDGE,AVG
COMPLEX P( -500: 501, -600: 600)
INTEGER*2 I,J,X,Y,Xl,Yl,COL,LEN,SCALE,ERRCON
CHARACTER*20 FILENAME
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE OUTPUT FILE ?'
READ(5,'(A)' ) FILENAME
OPEN (10,FILE=FILENAME,STATUS='NEW ' UNFORMATTED' ,ERR=998)
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE DOT SPACING ? .10, .15, .20, .25, OR
READ(5,*) SPACE
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE DOT DIAMETER ? .30, .35, OR
READ(5,*) DIAM
WRITE(6,*) 'HOW MANY DOTS PER COLUMN
?'
READ(5,*) LEN
WRITE (6,*) 'WHAT ARE THE COORDINATES OF LINE ORIGIN
?'
READ(5,*) XI,Yl
XI = 0
sum = 0
R = DIAM/2.0
SCALE = INT(SPACE/(.01))
C *** CALCULATE MEAN OFF-SET ***
do A = 0, SPACE/2.0, 0.01
sum = sum + ( (R**2)-( (A**2)-. 00001) )**.5
end do
AVG = (sum*. 02) /SPACE
LEDGE = (1 - AVG)/. 01
C *** CONSTRUCT DOT-MATRIX LINE
***
DO X = XI, 0
DO Y - Yl, Yl + ((LEN-1)*SCALE), SCALE
DO M = 0,25
DO N = -25,25
D = SQRT((M**2) + (N**2))*(0.01)
IF ((D.GT.R).AND.(P(X+M,Y+N).NE.l))
THEN
P(X+M,Y+N) = (0.0,0.0)
ELSE
P(X+M,Y+N) = (1.0,0.0)
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END IF
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
C *** MAKE LEFT EDGE OF DOT-MATRIX LINE A STRAIGHT-EDGE ***
DO Y = (Y1-(R/.01)), Yl + (LEN-1)*SCALE + (R/.01)
IF (P(0,Y) .EQ. (1.0,0.0)) THEN
DO X = -LEDGE, 0
P(X,Y) - (1.0,0.0)
END DO
END IF
END DO
DO A = -100,100
DO B = -500,500
WRITE ( 10, ERR=999) P(A,B)
END DO
END DO
ERRCON = 1
IF (ERRCON .EQ. 1) THEN
GOTO 1000
END IF
998 PRINT*, 'ERROR IN OPENING
FILE'
999 PRINT*, 'ERROR WRITING TO
FILE'
1000 STOP
END
PROGRAM JAG
c This program creates a 2-D array of l's and O's which
c form a vertical "jagged edge" (raster-scanned).
c The average width is maintained at 100 (1 mm), and
c the length is 700 (7 mm). Each increment in the array
c is equal to 0.01 mm.
IMPLICIT NONE
CHARACTER*10 FILE
INTEGER Y,X,K,N,I,N1
REAL A,B
COMPLEX LINE(-200:200,-500:500)
TYPE*, 'WHAT IS N ? (10,20,30,40)'
ACCEPT*, N
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE FILENAME ?'
READ(5,'(A)') FILE
OPEN( 1 , FILE=FILE , STATUS= 'NEW' , FORM= ' UNFORMATTED ' , ERR=900 )
Nl = N
DO Y = 350,-355,-2*N
DO K = 0, N
DO I = 0, K
LINE(K-I,Y-K) = 1
END DO
END DO
DO K = N-l, 1, -1
DO I = 0, K
LINE(K-I,Y-(N+1)) = 1
END DO
N = N + 1
END DO
N = Nl
END DO
DO X = -(100-(N/2)),0
DO Y = -350,350,1
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LINE(X,Y) = 1
END DO
END DO
DO X = -(100-(N/2)), N
DOY = -500, -351, 1
LINE(X,Y) = 0
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END DO
END DO
DO A = -100,100
DO B = -500,500
WRITE (1,ERR=950) LINE (A,B)
END DO
END DO
GOTO 1000
900 TYPE*, 'ERROR OPENING FILE'
GOTO 1000
950 TYPE*, 'ERROR WRITING TO FILE'
1000 STOP
END
C PROGRAM FFT
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C
C This program reads the IK X IK spatial domain
c array containing either the dot-formed or raster-scanned
c edge signal. The 2-D FFT is determined via IMSL software
c (FFT3D), and the power spectrum is computed. Then, the
c appropriate portion of the resultant
c frequency domain array is extracted. Each increment in this
c array is equal to .1 c/mm. Thus, before extraction, the
c array AB(i,j) contains the power spectrum from f = -50 c/mm
c to f = 50 c/mm.
IMPLICIT NONE
COMPLEX A( 1001, 1001), CWK(1001)
INTEGER rWK(6156),I,J,X,Y,ERRCOM,IJOB,Nl,N2,N3,IAl,IA2
REAL RWK(6156), AB( 1001, 1001 ) ,ABC( 201, 101) ,M,N
CHARACTER*20 INFILE,OUTFILE
C print*, 'what is the output array size ? (must be
square)'
C accept*, OAS
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE INPUT DATAFILE NAME
?'
READ(5,'(A)') INFILE
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE OUTPUT DATAFILE NAME
?'
READ(5,'(A)') OUTFILE
IAl = 1001
IA2 = 1001
Nl = 1001
N2 = 1001
N3 = 1
IJOB = 1
OPEN ( 3 , FILE=INFILE , STATUS=
' OLD ' , FORM=
' UNFORMATTED ' , ERR=999 )
OPEN(4,FILE=OUTFILE,STATUS='NEW'
FORMATTED' )
DO I = 401,601
DO J - 1,1001
READ(3,ERR=998) A(I,J)
END DO
END DO
CALL FFT3D(A, IAl, IA2,N1,N2,N3, IJOB, IWK,RWK,CWK)
PRINT*, 'DONE WITH
TRANSFORM'
DO I = 1,1001
DO J = 1,1001
AB(I,J) = A(I,J)*CONJG(A(I,J))
END DO
END DO
DO X = 1,101
DO Y = 1,101
ABC(X+100,Y) - AB(X,Y)
END DO
END DO
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DO X = 1,100
DO Y = 1,101
ABC(X,Y) = AB(X+901,Y)
END DO
END DO
DO M = 1,202
DO N = 1,101
WRITE(4,900) M,N,ABC(M,N)
900 F0RMAT(1X,E13.6,1X,E13.6,1X,E13.6)
END DO
END DO
ERRCOM = 1
IF (ERRCOM .EQ.l ) THEN
GOTO 1000
END IF
999 PRINT*, 'ERROR OPENING
FILE'
998 PRINT*, 'ERROR READING
FILE'
1000 STOP
END
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